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ON THE APPROXIMATION OF STABILITY FACTORS
FOR GENERAL PARAMETRIZED PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL
EQUATIONS WITH A TWO-LEVEL AFFINE DECOMPOSITION

Toni Lassila1 , Andrea Manzoni1 and Gianluigi Rozza1
Abstract. A new approach for computationally eﬃcient estimation of stability factors for parametric partial diﬀerential equations is presented. The general parametric bilinear form of the problem
is approximated by two aﬃnely parametrized bilinear forms at diﬀerent levels of accuracy (after an
empirical interpolation procedure). The successive constraint method is applied on the coarse level to
obtain a lower bound for the stability factors, and this bound is extended to the ﬁne level by adding a
proper correction term. Because the approximate problems are aﬃne, an eﬃcient oﬄine/online computational scheme can be developed for the certiﬁed solution (error bounds and stability factors) of the
parametric equations considered. We experiment with diﬀerent correction terms suited for a posteriori
error estimation of the reduced basis solution of elliptic coercive and noncoercive problems.
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1. Introduction
Stability factors of linear partial-diﬀerential operators control the well-posedness of the equations and the
magnitude of many a posteriori error estimates for the ﬁnite element method [3, 10]. In applications related to
optimal design and/or control of PDEs, the state equations usually depend on a vector μ of real parameters –
which can describe either physical or geometrical properties – and varying the parameters can cause large
qualitative changes, both in terms of solutions and approximation stability. As a motivation, we mention the
Helmholtz problem, parametrized with respect to the wave frequency: in this case the problem can become
ill-posed at the resonance frequencies [11]. In this paper we consider and refer to the speciﬁc area of model
reduction of parametric PDEs through reduced basis (RB) methods with certiﬁed a posteriori error bounds,
where the “truth” ﬁnite element solution uh (μ) is approximated by a solution uN
h (μ) obtained through Galerkin
projection in a low-dimensional subspace [30–32, 34]. To certify the reduced solution we need to be able to give
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a computable a posteriori error estimator of the form
||uh (μ) − uN
h (μ)|| ≤


||R(uN
h (μ))||Xh
,
βh (μ)

where R(uN
h (μ)) is a discrete residual computed in its dual norm and βh (μ) a stability factor to be bounded from
below [34]. a priori there is no guarantee that the reduced problem is stable (i.e. coercive or inf-sup stable in
the more general noncoercive case) at a given parameter value μ, and so a computable lower bound βhLB (μ) > 0
(where it exists) is needed both to certify that there exists in fact a stable solution, as well as to quantify the
approximation error to guarantee the accuracy and the reliability of the methodology.
1
1
Let Xh be
h ⊂ H (Ω) of the usual Sobolev space with inner product
 a ﬁnite-dimensional subspace H0 (Ω) ⊂ X
(v, w)1 := Ω (∇v · ∇w + vw) dΩ and norm ||v||X := (v, v)1 , and Ω ⊂ Rd a bounded polyhedral domain. Our
problem of interest is a general (scalar, elliptic) parametric linear partial diﬀerential equation, written in the
discretized weak form as follows: for given P -dimensional parameter vector μ ∈ P, ﬁnd uh (μ) ∈ Xh s.t.
a(uh (μ), vh ; μ) = F (vh ; μ)

∀vh ∈ Xh .

(P)

The following assumptions are made in order to have a well-posed problem: (i) the parametric bilinear form
a(·, ·; μ) is continuous for all μ, and (ii) satisﬁes an inf-sup condition
∃ β0 > 0 : inf

sup

v∈Xh w∈Xh

a(v, w; μ)
= βh (μ) ≥ β0 ,
||v||X ||w||X

except possibly at ﬁnitely many μ ∈ P. We call βh (μ) the (discrete) parametric stability factor ; (iii) the parametric linear form F (·; μ) is bounded for all μ; (iv) the parameter domain P ⊂ RP is a bounded subset of
a low-dimensional parameter space. Assumptions (i)–(iii) guarantee the existence and uniqueness of solutions.
Assumption (iv) limits the parameter domain to one that we can explore via an eﬃcient discrete sampling
algorithm2. The most challenging one of our four assumptions is (ii) because it is usually not possible to derive
analytical expressions for the parametric stability factor βh (μ). Even if theoretical lower bounds can be obtained, they can be very pessimistic and not useful for practical computational applications, such as a posteriori
error estimation. Therefore our interest is in providing numerical methods for obtaining eﬃcient lower bounds
for βh (μ). Some algorithms for deriving lower bounds for parametric stability factors have been proposed in
literature, among them we mention the successive constraint method (SCM) [5,17,18,29,34] with recent applications in viscous ﬂows characterized by an increasing complexity in terms of geometrical parametrization [22,25].
This algorithm (brieﬂy detailed in Appendix A) is based on an oﬄine-online computational approach, where
the oﬄine stage consists of the solution of a large number of eigenproblems of the underlying PDE at diﬀerent
parametric points. Using this information, a parametric lower bound for the stability factor can be constructed
in a way that permits its eﬃcient evaluation in the online stage with a computational complexity independent
of the dimension of Xh . To realize such an oﬄine/online splitting we need to have a problem that is suited to
allow the assumption of aﬃne decomposition, i.e.
a(u, v; μ) =

Q

q=1



Θqa (μ)aq (u, v),

F (v; μ) =

Q


ΘqF (μ)Fq (v),

(AD)

q =1

for given Q, Q ≥ 1, where the parametric bilinear forms aq (·, ·) are continuous, and the parametric linear forms
Fq (·) are bounded. If assumption (AD) does not hold, we cannot a priori decouple the parametric dependence
of the solutions from the computational eﬀort of solving them online. A way to resolve this issue is to exploit
2We have experimented with test cases where P is at least 4. For higher-dimensional parametrizations the curse of dimensionality
may greatly reduce the eﬀectivity of methods based on discrete sampling of the parameter space.
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an approximate aﬃne decomposition of the form
a(u, v; μ) =

Q




Θqa (μ)aq (u, v)

+ e (u, v; μ, Q),
a

F (v; μ) =

q=1

Q


ΘqF (μ)Fq (v) + eF (v; μ, Q ),

(AAD)

q=1

where the error terms ea (u, v; μ, Q) and eF (v; μ, Q ) are within a prescribed tolerance. For example, the empirical interpolation method (EIM) can be used to give such approximations, see [2, 23], but with the following
complication: Q may become quite big also in problems with a reasonable parametrization [36].
Remark 1.1. The computational complexity of the oﬄine stage of the SCM for the parametric stability factor
βh (μ) depends inherently on QN , where N := dim(Xh ). The dependence on N is due to eigenvalues calculation.
Thus we observe that already for rather small problems the size of the approximate aﬃne expansion may
cause the oﬄine stage to become potentially very expensive if rigorous stability factors are desired. In our
experience, for the SCM proposed in previous works, convergence may turn to be quite slow, even for rather
modest parametric complexity Q, and a relevant range of variation of parameters, and thus improvements
need to be made. Our proposed approach is to limit the number of aﬃne terms Q used in the SCM without
sacriﬁcing the accuracy of the lower bound βhLB (μ). This improvement will allow to treat problems with a more
complex nonaﬃne parametrization, like the ones arising with geometrical parametrization of more complex
shapes [22, 25].
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we discuss our proposed two-level algorithm for the
approximation of lower bounds of stability factors for complex nonaﬃne operators, based on two nested approximated aﬃne decompositions (obtained through empirical interpolation): the ﬁner approximated form containing
the coarser one, a suitable correction factor bounding the coarse and the ﬁne approximations levels and the
usual successive constraint method for lower bounds computations. We address an exhaustive description of
SCM and EIM methods in Appendices A and B, respectively. We show how to obtain three possible approximations of the correction factor in the elliptic coercive and noncoercive cases in Sections 3 and 4, respectively.
Then, we apply the two-level procedure to a nonaﬃnely parametrized Poisson problem in 5 and to a nonaﬃnely
parametrized Helmholtz problem in Section 6, showing some numerical results and the computational performances and speedups – both form a qualitative and quantitative point of view – obtained by means of the
two-level (coarse and ﬁne) algorithm. In the last Section 7 we provide some conclusions and perspectives.

2. Two-level affine decomposition in the approximation of stability factors
We introduce in this section a general procedure for the approximation of stability factors based on a two-level
aﬃne (coarse and ﬁne) decomposition of the parametrized operators. Consider two diﬀerent aﬃne approximations to the general parametric bilinear form a(·, ·; μ): a coarse-level aﬃne approximation
a(v, w; μ) = ac (v, w; μ) + ec (v, w; μ)
and a ﬁne-level aﬃne approximation
a(v, w; μ) = af (v, w; μ) + ef (v, w; μ)
being
a (v, w; μ) =
c

Qc


Θqc (μ)acq (v, w),

(2.1)

q=1

af (v, w; μ) = ac (v, w; μ) +

Qf

q=Qc +1

Θqf (μ)afq (v, w),

(2.2)
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such that ac (·, ·; μ) and af (·, ·; μ) fulﬁll a hierarchical property and ac (·, ·; μ) can be seen as a truncation of
af (·, ·; μ)3. We assume that the error terms are bounded, for all μ ∈ P, by
|ec (v, w; μ)| ≤ δc v

w ,

|ef (v, w; μ)| ≤ δf v

w ,

being δc > 0, δf > 0 the continuity constants for the coarse-level and the ﬁne-level approximation, respectively.
Moreover, let us denote
βc (μ) = inf

sup

v∈Xh w∈Xh

ac (v, w; μ)
,
||v||X ||w||X

βf (μ) = inf

sup

v∈Xh w∈Xh

af (v, w; μ)
·
||v||X ||w||X

The idea is to take the ﬁne-level aﬃnely parametrized problem as the exact problem, and to use the coarselevel as a surrogate for computing bounds for the stability factor bound. Thus, the ﬁne-level aﬃne approximation
is assumed to be computed with a very small tolerance w.r.t to the nonaﬃne problem. A preliminary idea for this
approach is in [21] (with a test case related with [20] dealing with potential ﬂows) but without developing a ﬁne
correction on the coarse error bounds (the certiﬁcation was exploited on the coarse level and the convergence of
the approximation was demonstrated by a ﬁxed point algorithm). We can prove the following general relationship
between the stability factors of the coarse- and ﬁne-level problems:
Theorem 2.1. Deﬁne the coarse-level supremizer operator Tcμ : Xh → Xh as
(Tcμ v, w)X = ac (v, w; μ)

for all w ∈ Xh .

(2.3)

Then we have that
βf (μ) ≥ βc (μ) + εcf (μ),
where the correction term is

Qf
εcf (μ) := inf

q=Qc +1

v∈Xh

Θqf (μ)afq (v, Tcμ v)

||v||X ||Tcμ v||X

·

(2.4)

Proof. Using the property of the supremizer operator
sup
w∈Xh

ac (v, Tcμ v; μ)
ac (v, w; μ)
=
||v||X ||w||X
||v||X ||Tcμ v||X

for all v ∈ Xh

and the assumption that the coarse- and ﬁne-level aﬃne bilinear forms agree on the part ac , we have that
Qf
ac (v, w; μ) + q=Q
Θqf (μ)afq (v, w)
af (v, w; μ)
c +1
βf (μ) = inf sup
= inf sup
v∈Xh w∈Xh ||v||X ||w||X
v∈Xh w∈Xh
||v||X ||w||X

Q
f
ac (v, Tcμ v; μ) + q=Q
Θqf (μ)afq (v, Tcμ v)
c +1
≥ inf
μ
v∈Xh
||v||X ||Tc v||X
Qf
f
f
μ
c
μ
a (v, Tc v; μ)
q=Qc +1 Θq (μ)aq (v, Tc v)
≥ inf
+ inf
= βc (μ) + εcf (μ).
μ
μ
v∈Xh ||v||X ||Tc v||X
v∈Xh
||v||X ||Tc v||X



We can now propose a two-level algorithm for obtaining lower bounds for the discrete stability factor βh (μ).
First, assume there exists a method for deriving aﬃne expansions (2.2) for any desired tolerance δf > 0, such as
the empirical interpolation method reviewed in Appendix B. Then, choose δf suﬃciently small that the ﬁne-level
aﬃne approximate problem can be considered to be indistinguishable from the true nonaﬃne problem; typically
3This approach is quite general and it allows to properly introduce a hierarchical splitting of the operators (coarse-ﬁne) also
dealing with several subdomains [34] and also coupling aﬃne and nonaﬃne parametrizations in diﬀerent subdomains. In the case
of the aﬃne parametrization the coarse and ﬁne level will be coincident for that part of subdomain.
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this entails choosing Qf very large, say O(102 ). Next, we assume that it is possible to ﬁnd, according to some rule
or problem dependent criterion, a good choice of δc
δf such that the coarse-level aﬃne approximation (2.1)
has a manageable number of terms Qc , say O(10), while ideally still satisfying the assumption
δc

βcLB (μ, δc )

for all μ ∈ P,

(2.5)

being βcLB (μ) a lower bound for the coarse stability factor. If this is the case, then we perform the SCM on the
coarse-level problem to obtain βcLB (μ); by evaluating εcf (μ) and applying the result of Theorem 2.1, we thus
obtain a lower bound βfLB (μ) also for βf (μ). Since δf was chosen very small, this lower bound also acts as a
good estimate for the true discrete stability factor βh (μ).
Exact evaluation of the correction term εcf (μ) would require the solution of a generalized eigenvalue problem,
which is usually not feasible in an online evaluation context. Therefore, we propose in the next section some
rigorous and less-than-rigorous approximations εcf (μ) that allow eﬃcient online evaluation while still giving
reasonable lower bounds for the stability factor βf (μ). The computational cost is reduced in both the oﬄine and
online stages: since the computational cost of SCM depends highly on Q, by replacing Qf with Qc we potentially
greatly reduce the cost of the oﬄine part of the stability lower bound estimation, and if an inexpensive surrogate
εcf (μ) for the correction term can be computed online, then also the online cost of the lower bound computation
is slightly decreased. We remark that the a good choice of δc that satisﬁes (2.5) is not in general easy. For simple
coercive problems a cheap lower bound surrogate, 0 < βcLB (μ, δc ) ≤ βcLB (μ, δc ), might be available, which
together with an iterative procedure can be used to choose δc . In noncoercive problems it is possible that for
any δc > 0 there exists μ∗ ∈ P such that βcLB (μ∗ , δc ) = 0. In the numerical examples we demonstrate that even
for such problems a reasonable truncation of the aﬃnely parametrized problem can sometimes be found.

3. Correction methods in an elliptic coercive
case: the Poisson equation
Let us now discuss some possible ways to approximate the correction term εcf (μ) deﬁned in (2.4). For
the sake of simplicity, we consider ﬁrst a (generalized) parametric Poisson equation. Nevertheless, this proposed
methodology could be applied in problems where SCM has been exploited for the computation of stability factor
lower bounds to certify not only scalar potential ﬂows [20, 33] but also vectorial linear elasticity problems [16]
and viscous Stokes ﬂows treated with a penalty approach [12].
Denote by a(u, v; ν(μ, x)) the parameter-dependent continuous bilinear form:

a(u, v; ν(μ, x)) :=
ν(μ; x)∇u(x) · ∇v(x) dΩ;
Ω

the discrete problem is to ﬁnd uh ∈ Xh s.t.
a(uh , vh ; ν(μ, x)) = F (vh ; μ) ∀vh ∈ Xh ,
being ν(μ; x) ∈ C 1 (P; L∞ (Ω)) a scalar coeﬃcient function such that ν(μ; x) ≥ ν0 > 0 for all x ∈ Ω, μ ∈ P, so
that the problem is uniformly coercive. In this case the stability factor simpliﬁes to
inf

sup

vh ∈Xh wh ∈Xh

a(vh , wh ; ν(μ, x))
a(vh , vh ; ν(μ, x))
= inf
=: α(ν(μ)),
vh ∈X
vh X wh X
vh 2X

i.e. the coercivity constant, and it suﬃces to replace the supremizer in (2.4) with the identity operator, Tcμ → I.
Moreover, we can identify the coarse- and the ﬁne-level approximations (2.1)–(2.2) of a(u, v; ν(μ, x)) as follows:
ac (u, v; μ) := a(u, v; νc (μ, x)),

af (u, v; μ) := a(u, v; νf (μ, x)),
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being νc = νc (μ, x) and νf = νf (μ, x) the coarse- and ﬁne-level approximation of the parametrized tensor
ν(μ; x). Thus we obtain the coarse-ﬁne correction term (2.4) of Theorem 2.1 in the simpler form
Qf

q=Qc +1

εcf (μ) = inf

Θqf (μ)afq (v, v)

v∈Xh

v

2
X

·

(3.1)

We can propose three diﬀerent estimators for (3.1):
(I) constant correction (CC)

εCC
cf (μ) := −γCa (δc + δf ) ;

(II) global inﬁmum (GI)

εGI
cf (μ) := γCa inf {νf (μ, x) − νc (μ, x)};
x∈Ω

(III) one-point correction (OP)


c
εOP
cf (μ) := −γCa δf + ˆQc (μ) ,

where
Ca = sup

v∈Xh

a(v, v; 1)
>0
v 2X

is the continuity constant of the μ-independent bilinear form a(v, v; 1), γ ∈ [0, 1], and ˆcM (μ) is deﬁned in (B.3)
and it represents a measure of the error committed during the empirical interpolation procedure for a nonaﬃne
parametrization [2] (see Appendix B for details on this procedure). Thus, we can show the following result:
Theorem 3.1. Assume that the bound maxμ∈P ν(μ, ·) L∞ (Ω) ≤ C < ∞ holds and the one-point estimator
of (B.3) is computed at the interpolation point tQc +1 s.t. η := maxμ∈P |tQc +1 − μ|. For the estimators above we
have, for all μ ∈ P, the following inequalities:
(I)

εCC
cf (μ) ≤ εcf (μ);

(II)

εGI
cf (μ) ≤ εcf (μ);

(III)

εOP
cf (μ) ≤ εcf (μ) + γCCa η (1 + ΛQc ) ,

where the Lebesgue constant ΛQc ≤ 2Qc − 1 is related to the empirical interpolation procedure.
Proof. We provide the details for the proof of inequality (I), being (II) and (III) based on the same observations.
(I) Let us remark that νf (μ, x) − νc (μ, x) L∞ (Ω) ≤ δc + δf for all μ ∈ P. Then, we distinguish three cases:
• if νc (μ, x) − νf (μ, x) ≥ 0 uniformly for all x ∈ Ω then
−εcf (μ) = − inf

v∈Xh

a(v, v; νf (μ, x) − νc (μ, x))
a(v, v; νc (μ, x) − νf (μ, x))
= sup
v 2X
v 2X
v∈Xh

≤ νf (μ, ·) − νc (μ, ·)

L∞ (Ω)

sup
v∈Xh

a(v, v; 1)
≤ Ca (δc + δf );
v 2X

• if νc (μ, x) − νf (μ, x) ≤ 0 uniformly for all x ∈ Ω then
εcf (μ) = inf

v∈Xh

a(v, v; νf (μ, x) − νc (μ, x))
a(v, v; 1)
≥ inf {νf (μ, x) − νc (μ, x)} inf
≥ 0;
2
x∈Ω
v∈Xh
v X
v 2X
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• in the mixed case, denoting with [f ]+ and [f ]+ the positive and negative parts of f , we have
a(v, v; [νf (μ, x) − νc (μ, x)]+ ) + a(v, v; [νf (μ, x) − νc (μ, x)]− )
v 2X
a(v, v; [νf (μ, x) − νc (μ, x)]+ )
a(v, v; [νf (μ, x) − νc (μ, x)]− )
≥ inf
+ inf
≥ 0 − γCa (δc + δf ),
2
v∈Xh
v∈X
v X
v 2X
h

εcf (μ) = inf

v∈Xh

being γ ∈ [0, 1] a factor representing the measure (relative to |Ω|) of the set Ω− = {x ∈ Ω :
νf (μ, x) − νc (μ, x) ≤ 0, ∀μ ∈ P}.
(II) Similarly to the previous case, we have
εcf (μ) ≥ inf

v∈Xh

a(v, v; [νf (μ, x) − νc (μ, x)]− )
≥ γCa inf {νf (μ, x) − νc (μ, x)},
x∈Ω
v 2X

being also in this case εcf (μ) < 0 since inf x∈Ω {νf (μ, x) − νc (μ, x)} < 0.
(III) Applying the a posteriori estimates derived in [6], we obtain
sup {νc (μ, x) − ν(μ, x)} ≤ Cη (1 + ΛQc ) + ν(μ, tQc +1 ) − νc (μ, tQc +1 )

x∈Ω

L∞ (Ω)

= Cη (1 + ΛQc ) + ˆcQc (μ)

and thus
εcf (μ) ≥ γCa inf {νf (μ, x) − νc (μ, x)} = γCa inf {[νf (μ, x) − ν(μ, x)] + [ν(μ, x) − νc (μ, x)]}
x∈Ω

x∈Ω

≥ γCa (−δf − sup {νc (μ, x) − ν(μ, x)}) ≥ γCa (−(δf + ˆcQc (μ)) − Cη (1 + ΛQc )),
x∈Ω

where the upper bound for the Lebesgue constant is demonstrated in [2].



Remark 3.2. The pessimistic bound given by the case (III) of Theorem 3.1 is in fact sharp if ν ∈
L∞ (P; L∞ (Ω)), see [23]. In practice much better behavior is observed, as we will demonstrate in the numerical
examples. By assuming further regularity on ν(μ, x), a better a posteriori estimate can be derived, as shown
in [6].
Remark 3.3. With the current choice of norm (and operator) we have Ca < 1; moreover, we consider the most
pessimistic case where γ = 1, so that γCa < 1 and this factor can be dropped in the correction factors. The
correction factors presented are in fact more general and take into account the use of diﬀerent norms.
Moreover, we point out that if νc (μ, x) ≤ νf (μ, x) uniformly for all x ∈ Ω, then εcf (μ) ≥ 0 and no correction
is a priori required, since βf (μ) ≥ βc (μ), so that βc (μ) is automatically a lower bound of βf (μ) – although it
might be not very accurate.

4. Correction methods in an elliptic noncoercive
case: the Helmholtz equation
From a mathematical point of view, noncoercive problems exhibit greater diﬃculties for stability analysis
even in the most simple cases. We consider the scalar Helmholtz problem, denoting in this case a(u, v; ν(μ)) the
following bilinear form:


a(u, v; ν(μ)) :=
ν(x, μ)∇u · ∇v − ω 2 uv dΩ,
Ω

where the frequency parameter ω and mesh size parameter h are chosen in such a way that the ﬁnite element
approximation does not suﬀer from excessive “pollution”; typically ω 2 h < 1 [1]. A speciﬁc diﬃculty related to
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the stability of this noncoercive problem is that at the eigenvalues λ = ω 2 of the generalized Laplacian operator
−ν the problem is not well-posed, and the stability factor becomes singular. Since the spectrum Λ(−ν) of
the operator depends on the parameter μ, it is not always possible to have a priori knowledge of the resonance
frequencies and therefore the proposed method should be able also to identify resonance frequencies for certain
parameter values in the parameter range. Note that in this case the parametric dependence acts only on the
elliptic part of the operator, which allows us to estimate (3.1) as in the proof of (II), Theorem 3.1:
εcf (μ) = inf

v∈Xh

af (v, Tcμ v; μ) − ac (v, Tcμ v; μ)
a(v, Tcμ v, νf (μ) − νc (μ))
= inf
≥ γCa inf {νf (μ, x) − νc (μ, x)}
μ
v∈Xh
x∈Ω
||v||X ||Tc v||X
||v||X ||Tcμ v||X

and thus obtain in theory the same estimators for εcf (μ) as in the coercive case. However, since in practice
1 and even negative for some ﬁnite number of parameter points μ, we can expect that the correction
βf (μ)
terms given in the previous section will be much more sensitive to the choice of δc . This proposed method can
be used also for vectorial elliptic noncoercive problems [22, 25].

5. Numerical examples of coarse-level bounds for the Poisson equation
In this section we introduce a numerical example of elliptic coercive problem dealing with a parametrized
Poisson equation. To demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of the corrections detailed in Sections 3 and 4 we consider a
manufactured example where the combination of the standard empirical interpolation (EIM) and the successive
constraint (SCM) methods produces poor results. Let Ω = (0, 1)2 and consider the following scalar parametrized
elliptic PDE: ﬁnd uh ∈ Xh ⊂ H01 (Ω) such that


ν(μ, x)∇uh · ∇vh dΩ =
f vh dΩ ∀ vh ∈ Xh ,
Ω

Ω

where the scalar diﬀusivity function is
ν(μ, x) := exp(μ1 + μ2 ) 1 + exp −

(x1 − μ1 )2 + (x2 − μ2 )2
0.02

(5.1)

and μ ∈ P := [0.4, 0.6]2 . The coeﬃcient function consists of two parts: a simple exponential scaling factor
and a highly localized Gaussian peak which moves around the domain [6]. The ﬁrst term drives the scaling
of the problem and consequently the coercivity constant; the Gaussian function does not greatly contribute to
the coercivity constant, but does present diﬃculties for the EIM because of the diﬃculty of approximating a
localized Gaussian function as a linear combination of localized Gaussians located at diﬀerent sites. Thus the
number of terms in the EIM expansion grows rather rapidly. We performed the SCM on the test problem at both
a coarse level, δc = 10−2 and Qc = 20, and at a ﬁne level, δf = 10−6 and Qc = 60, to obtain the corresponding
lower bounds αcLB and αfLB . To remove uncertainties related to the random sampling in the standard greedy
SCM algorithm, a ﬁxed training sample |Ξtrain | = 1000 was used to drive all the tests; moreover, we settled on
using a tolerance ratio ε∗ = 0.25 such that
αUB (μ) − αLB (μ)
< ε∗
ρ(μ) :=
αUB (μ)
for all μ ∈ Ξtrain to mark that the SCM algorithm had obtained a suﬃciently good lower bound. This resulted
in a maximum number of Kmax = 20 constraints (see Appendix A) for both the coarse- and ﬁne-level SCMs,
but considerably diﬀerent locations for the constraint points. In Figure 1 the lower bounds αLB for the coarseand ﬁne-level problems obtained from the SCM are shown, as well as the true coercivity αf (μ) of the (ﬁne-level)
problem; as expected, it is almost entirely dependent on the scaling term exp(μ1 + μ2 ). Qualitatively there are
few diﬀerences between the coarse and ﬁne lower bounds, except that the ﬁne level bounds are slightly more
pessimistic, due to the extra information coming from the residual terms that are not included in the coarse
level expansion.
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Figure 1. Comparison of the lower bounds αcLB (μ) and αfLB (μ) (without corrections) and the
true parametric coercivity constant αf (μ); lower bounds are obtained from SCM with tolerance
ratio ε∗ = 0.25 and maximum number of constraints Kmax = 20.
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Figure 2. Bound gaps between the parametric coercivity constant αf (μ) and the corrected
lower bounds for αcLB (μ) using the three methods: global inﬁmum (GI, left), constant correction
(CC, center), and one-point correction (OP, right); lower bounds are obtained from SCM with
tolerance ratio ε∗ = 0.25 and maximum number of constraints Kmax = 20.
We computed the corrections (GI), (CC), and (OP) for the given coarse-level αcLB (μ) to obtain the corrected
lower bounds for αf (μ). In Figure 2 we plot the bound gap αf (μ) − (αcLB (μ) + correction εcf (μ)) for each
method. The ﬁrst observation is that indeed in every case we obtain a lower bound for the coercivity constant,
even using (OP) which is not a priori guaranteed to give a rigorous lower bound4. The (CC) method naturally
gives always the largest bound gap, while the (GI) option gives the tightest bounds but requires evaluation of
the coeﬃcient function and a costly maximization over the entire domain.
Remark 5.1. At ﬁrst it seems paradoxical that dropping terms from the EIM expansion would result in more
eﬀective error bounds, after all the coarse-level problem is potentially a poor approximation to the original PDE.
But when one considers that for Q large the SCM typically needs to increase the number of point constraints
Jmax , the situation becomes clear. A feature of aﬃne expansions obtained from EIM is that the parametric
coeﬃcient functions Θq (μ) decay rapidly to zero as q → ∞. That is to say, the ﬁrst few terms in the expansion
4This lack of rigor is put into evidence in Table 1, where the result reported in the last line shows an eﬀectivity (slightly) <1.
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Figure 3. Counterexamples demonstrating that the convergence of αc (μ) towards α(μ) (dotted
line) can occur either from below or above (Rem. 5.2). Left: coarse-level coercivity constant
αc (μ∗ ) for μ = (0.55, 0.45). Right: coarse-level coercivity constant αc (μ∗ ) for μ = (0.44, 0.43).

have a disproportionate eﬀect on the problem (and subsequently its coercivity). This property is not considered
in any way by the standard SCM algorithm, where all coeﬃcients are treated equal. In a way, the algorithm
performs a lot of additional work with low inﬂuence constructing constraints to search for lower bounds in the
coeﬃcient space of dimension Qf = 60 when it suﬃces to search just the coeﬃcient space of dimension Qc = 20
consisting of the most signiﬁcant terms.
Remark 5.2. By properties of the EIM expansion (B.1) we have always ac1 (v, v) ≥ α0 v 2X for some α0 > 0
and Θ1c (μ) > 0, so that the coarse-level approximation taking only the ﬁrst term will always yield a positive
αc (μ) for Qc = 1. Two questions arise:
1. Is the coarse approximation αc (μ) obtained by taking Qc = 1 always a lower bound for α(μ)?
2. Is the convergence always monotone, that is to say is αc (μ) ≤ αc (μ) (resp. αc (μ) ≥ αc (μ)) for all μ ∈ D
and Qc < Qc ?
The answer to both questions is negative as demonstrated by Figure 3. We display the convergence of the
αc (μ∗ ) for two diﬀerent choices of the parameter μ∗ in the coercive elliptic problem. The questions (1) and (2) are
answered positively only in the unlikely case that the EIM expansion happens to give a parametrically coercive
problem, which we recall being deﬁned as Θqc (μ) ≥ 0 for all μ ∈ P and acq (v, v) ≥ α0 v 2X for all q = 1, . . . , Qc .
In the general case the bilinear forms aqc (·, ·) are indeﬁnite, and one cannot deduce much about whether the
coarse-level coercivity constants are lower bounds or not based on just the signs of the EIM coeﬃcients.
Concerning the computational cost, in the oﬄine stage we have in the SCM a count of O(Q) eigenproblems,
O(QKmax ) operations to form YUB , and O(Jmax ) linear programming problems of size O(Q) to solve. Thus the
cost of SCM scales primarily like O(QKmax ). Based on previous observations we can play with the two variables,
Q and Kmax , which behave in some sense in opposite way. Increasing Kmax will increase the computational cost,
but also will monotonically improve the bounds obtained. The number of terms in the expansion Q on the other
hand works in almost completely opposite way – as long as Qc ≥ Q∗ , some cutoﬀ point Q∗ at which the
correction in the coercivity constant dominates the bounds, it is possible that further increasing Qc will in fact
make the a posteriori bounds worse if Kmax is kept ﬁxed due to the fact the SCM needs many more point
constraints to satisfactorily eliminate the parts of the coeﬃcient space that we are never going to explore. Thus
a rule of thumb could be to make Qc just large enough so that the correction term is of an order of magnitude
smaller than αf (μ), and then to increase Kmax in order to improve the stability factor lower bound.
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Table 1. Eﬀectivities of stability factor lower bounds for δc = 10−2 and Qc = 20.

min
Coarse
Fine

Eﬀectivity αf /αLB
∗
avg
max

1.0087
1.0088

Coarse + (CC) correction 1.0285
Coarse + (GI) correction 1.0184
Coarse + (OP) correction 0.98942

1.1587
1.1625

1.3459
1.3350

1.1862
1.1793
1.1588

1.3769
1.3818
1.3475

Table 2. Oﬄine computational complexity of the SCM in the coarse and ﬁne level.
SCM iterations μ∗ points CPU time (s)

Tolerance δ Aﬃne terms Q
Fine level
Coarse level

−6

5 × 10
1 × 10−2

59
20

20
19

20
19

2741
1963

In Table 1 we display the computed eﬃciencies αf /αLB of the ﬁne-level lower bound, the uncorrected coarselevel lower bound, and the three diﬀerent corrected coarse-level lower bounds over a range of 500 diﬀerent
parameter points in μ ∈ P := [0.4, 0.6]2. In Table 2 we present the oﬄine cost of constructing the lower bound
surface using the successive constraint method at both the coarse- and ﬁne-level. A speedup factor of 30% in the
oﬄine SCM step was observed while still obtaining eﬀective stability factor lower bounds. Online computational
costs of coarse stability factors and corrections are the same as the online costs for the ﬁne stability factors, so
we are not slowing the online SCM step.

6. Numerical examples of coarse-level bounds for the Helmholtz equation
In this section we introduce a numerical example of elliptic noncoercive problem dealing with a parametrized
Helmholtz equation. In particular, we consider the reﬂection of time-harmonic waves on a stealth aircraft wing
proﬁle as in [27]. The computational domain Ω and mesh are displayed in Figure 4a.
A Kármán-Treﬀtz airfoil [15, 26] reﬂects an incoming time-harmonic wave with wave vector k = ωe1 so that
the complex amplitude uh of the reﬂected wave in the frequency plane satisﬁes the Helmholtz equation: ﬁnd
uh ∈ Xh ⊂ H01 (Ω) such that


ν(μ; x)∇uh · ∇vh dΩ − ω 2

Ω


uh vh dΩ = 0

for all vh ∈ Xh ,

Ω

with Dirichlet condition uh |Γf oil = − exp(ik · x) on the airfoil, and for simplicity the natural boundary condition
is assumed on the far-ﬁeld boundary. For the frequency we ﬁxed ω = 2.5. The magnetic reluctivity ν is chosen
as the parametric function
ν(μ; z) = 0.9 · H (|κ−1 (z)|; μ) + 0.1
where the real plane is identiﬁed with the complex numbers, x → z, so that κ : C → C is a Kármán-Treﬀtz
map deﬁned in the complex plane as

z = κ(ζ) :=

ζ −1
ζ + 12

2

−1
−1

,
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Figure 4. (a) Computational domain and mesh for the Helmholtz scattering problem;
(b) approximate resonance lines in the (μ, ω)-plane for the Helmholtz example.
and the smoothed radial step function H is deﬁned as
⎧
0, r ≤ μ −
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨1
1
π(r − μ)
r−μ
+ sin
H (r) :=
1+
, μ− < r <μ+
⎪
2
π
⎪
⎪
⎩
1, r ≥ μ +
with constant = 0.1. For the parameter range μ ∈ [1, 1.5] this rather complicated coeﬃcient function models
an absorbing coat of paint on the surface of the airfoil, where μ − 1 is the thickness of the layer of coating [27].
Approximating the nonaﬃnely parametrized coeﬃcient function with the empirical interpolation procedure gives
an expansion with rapidly increasing number of terms. For the coarse-level tolerance we chose δc = 1e-3 and for
the ﬁne-level tolerance δf = 1e-5. The corresponding number of aﬃne terms were Qc = 27 and Qf = 119.
The location of the resonance frequencies depends on μ in quite a complicated way. In Figure 4b we display
the approximate locations of resonances in the (μ, ω) plane. For the ﬁxed frequency choice of ω = 2.5 (dashed
horizontal line) we expect to ﬁnd only one resonance point, near μ ≈ 1.27. A requirement for any algorithm for
computing (approximations of) stability factors is that they must correctly identify points of resonance, because
in practical engineering design the presence of undiscovered resonances can lead to catastrophic results [13]. For
comparison purposes we computed the stability factor lower bounds using both the lower bounds for the stability
factors of the coarse- and ﬁne-level approximations obtained by the natural norm SCM with a uniform training
sample |Ξtrain | = 1500 and a stopping ratio ρ < 0.25. In Figure 5a we display the true ﬁne-level stability factor
βf (μ) and the ﬁne level lower bound βfLB (μ). Sample points where no positive lower bound for the stability
factor were obtained are denoted by vertical lines.
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Figure 5. (a) Stability constant βf (μ) and lower bound for the ﬁne-level approximation of the
CC
OP
Helmholtz problem with δf = 1e-5; (b) the three correction terms εGI
cf , εcf , and εcf .
In Table 3 we display the computed eﬃciencies of the ﬁne-level lower bound βf /βfLB , the uncorrected coarselevel lower bound βf /βcLB , and the three diﬀerent corrected coarse-level lower bounds βf /(βcLB + εi ) with
i = CC, GI, OP , over a range of 500 diﬀerent parameter points in μ ∈ [1, 1.5]. These quantities measure the
quality of the proposed lower bounds: to be reliable, we shall require eﬃciencies ≥ 1; to be eﬀective, we desire
eﬃciencies as close as possible to 1. We also display the total number of sample points in the range where
a positive lower bound was not obtained. In this case the coarse-level lower bound without any corrections
actually behaves the best, even better than the ﬁne-level lower bound. Again we attribute this to the convergence
diﬃculties faced by the SCM when a large number of aﬃne terms Qf = 119 are used. The coarse lower bound
βcLB turns out to be reliable in this case, but it is important to realize that a priori we cannot make such
an assumption. Therefore, it is necessary to correct the coarse-level lower bound to obtain a lower bound
that is rigorously reliable. We remark that for this particular problem the stability factor lower bound is for
several parameter points below the tolerance used for the coarse-level approximation, δc
βcLB (μ), so that
the constant correction method (CC) behaves poorly. Using this method a large number of sample points
do not have a positive lower bound, and thus “ghost resonances” are predicted. The global inﬁmum method
(GI) is much better in comparison. In this test case the best correction turns out to be the one-point method
(OP), which adds no failed points while remaining both reliable and on the average more eﬀective than the
(GI) method with a considerably less expensive online evaluation cost. However, in general we cannot expect
the (OP) method to give reliable lower bounds and for this reason the (GI) method is the preferable one for
noncoercive problems with resonances. In Table 4 we present the oﬄine cost of constructing the lower bound
surface using the successive constraint method at both the coarse- and ﬁne-level. For this problem the coarselevel oﬄine procedure gives a computational time reduction of 60%; moreover, by choosing the (GI) method in
this case the stability factor lower bounds are also reasonable since they do not substantially diﬀer from the
ones that would be obtained by SCM when applied to the ﬁne-level approximation.

7. Conclusion
The proposed methodology may represent a considerable reduction in terms of computational times and
complexity in running oﬄine expensive steps to prepare for the online evaluation of parametric stability factors.
These quantities are crucial ingredients for error bounds certifying the rapid solution of parametric PDEs
approximated for example by a reduced basis method.
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Table 3. Eﬀectivities of stability factor lower bounds for δc =1e-3 and Qc = 27.

min
Coarse
Fine

Eﬀectivity βf /β∗LB
# failed points
avg
max

1.0001
1.0000

4.47
5.54

177.17
271.01

7
4

Coarse + (CC) correction 1.0133
Coarse + (GI) correction 1.0007
Coarse + (OP) correction 1.0003

11.1
9.75
9.34

2698.1
773.83
972.17

39
9
7

Table 4. Oﬄine computational complexity of the successive constraint method.
Tolerance δ Aﬃne terms Q
Fine level
Coarse level

10−5
10−3

119
27

SCM iterations μ∗ points CPU time (s)
297
297

16
17

14 567
5816

Our tests on elliptic linear scalar problems both in the coercive (Poisson) and in the noncoercive (Helmholtz)
case underline that the correction in the stability factor computed by the global inﬁmum (GI) option is reliable and accurate and it represents a good compromise in terms of eﬀectivity. The ﬁrst option with a constant
correction (CC) factor is better for the coercive test problem, while the third one based on a one point (OP) correction factor seems better in the noncoercive test problem, but aﬀecting a bit the eﬀectivity. The improvement
aspects we dealt with are related only to stability factors computations. Other recent works addressing diﬀerent
needs of improvement in terms of oﬄine procedure and performances for certiﬁed reduced order modelling by
reduced basis method are related to the study of better sampling strategies in the parametric space [7, 8] and
to a two-step approximation [9] recalling again the need of a coarse and ﬁne approximation level.
Important improvements are expected in the application of this methodology in nonlinear problems with
nonaﬃne complex geometric parametrizations [24] governed by Navier-Stokes equations. A further activity of
interest in this ﬁeld is the development of the same coarse-ﬁne approach to parametric lower bounds for the
Brezzi inf-sup constant. This would lead to a diﬀerent error bound [4, 39] for the Stokes problem, with respect
to the one based on the lower bound for the Babuška inf-sup constant proposed in [35] and considered in this
work with a scalar linear elliptic problem.
Acknowledgements. We thank A.T. Patera and D.B.P. Huynh from MIT for their valuable comments regarding the
methods in this article, useful insights, and for the contributions in the rbMIT reduced basis software [19] with N.C.
Nguyen. This work has been supported in part by the Swiss National Science Foundation (Project 200021-122136) and
by the Emil Aaltonen Foundation (Helsinki, Finland).

Appendix A. Description of the successive constraint method
In this Appendix we review the successive constraint method used for the estimation of lower and upper
bounds of stability factors. This algorithm has been ﬁrst introduced in [17] for both coercive and noncoercive
problems, more deeply analyzed in [34] in the coercive case and afterwards improved in [5]. A general version
using the so-called “natural norm” [37] has been analyzed in [18]. Some modiﬁcations e.g. to get rid of some
user-dependent parameters or to enhance its robustness have been recently proposed in [38, 40].
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We recall here the basic ingredients of this second version in the more general case of noncoercive problems
used for example in saddle point problems such as the Stokes case [22,35]; the simpler coercive case can be seen
as a particular instance where the stability factor is just the coercivity constant.
Our goal is to build a lower bound for the inf-sup stability factor
β(μ) := inf

sup

v∈Xh w∈Xh

a(v, w, μ)
a(v, w, μ)
= inf
,
v∈Xh v X T μ v X
v X w X

being w = T μ v the supremizer operator T μ : Xh → Xh deﬁned as
(T μ v, w)X = a(v, w; μ),

for all w ∈ Xh .

The natural norm approach we have adopted is based on the patching of some local (or surrogate) inf-sup
stability factors properly computed for a set of J parameter values S = {μ1∗ , . . . , μJ∗ }. In order to motivate
this approach, let us analyze the discrete version of the problem; in particular, we shall observe that the
computation of the stability factor
β(μ) := inf

sup

vh ∈Xh wh ∈Xh

a(vh , wh , μ)
vh X wh X

in the discrete case can be formulated as ﬁnding a minimum eigenvalue, since
β 2 (μ) =

inf

sup

vh ∈Xh wh ∈Xh

a(vh , wh ; μ)
||vh ||X ||wh ||X

2

=

inf

uh ∈Xh

||T μ vh ||X
||vh ||X

2

= inf

vh ∈Xh

||T μ vh ||2X
·
||vh ||2X

N
Let us denote with vh = j=1 vj ϕj a generic element of the discrete space Xh , being {ϕj }N
j=1 a FE basis of Xh
and (v)j = vj its vector representation. By introducing the discrete inner product (vh , wh )X = vhT Xwh being
Xij = (ϕi , ϕj )X with the Cholesky decomposition X = HT H, we obtain the following eigenvalue problem in
matrix form: ﬁnd (β 2 (μ), vh ), vh = 0, s.t.
 −T

H A(μ)X−1 A(μ)H−1 vh = β 2 (μ) vh

for each vh = 0,

(A.1)

being Aij (μ) = a(ϕj , ϕi ; μ). The original version of SCM proposed in [17] deals with aﬃne coercive operators
under the assumption (AP), and thus features a complexity of order O(Q); its extension to aﬃne noncoercive
operators – and then to the solution of problem (A.1) – is straightforward, even if this implies a complexity
which is of order O(Q2 ) – too cumbersome for problems with larger Q like the ones coming from EIM. The
“natural norm” approach overcomes this limitation by means of a diﬀerent strategy, based on the computation
of a lower bound for a surrogate inf-sup stability factor βμ∗ (μ). We deﬁne, for a ﬁxed parameter value μ∗ ,
βμS∗ (μ) = inf

sup

v∈Xh w∈Xh

a(v, w, μ)
w X T μ∗ v

;

(A.2)

X

∗

since we assume that β(μ) > 0 for all μ ∈ D, T μ · X is a well-deﬁned norm (which is equivalent to ·
a neighborhood Pμ∗  μ∗ ), called natural norm. A lower bound for the surrogate βμS∗ (μ) is thus given by

X

in

∗

βμSLB
(μ) = inf
∗

v∈Xh

a(v, T μ v; μ)
,
T μ∗ v 2X

(A.3)
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thanks to the deﬁnition of the supremizer operator. It is also possible to show [37] that βμSLB
(μ) is a good
∗
∗ 2
∗
∗
(μ)
−
β
(μ)|
=
O(|μ
−
μ
|
)
when
μ
→
μ
.
Following the
approximation to βμ∗ (μ) when μ → μ∗ , i.e. |βμSLB
∗
μ
SLB
same analogy introduced before, βμ∗ (μ) can be seen as the solution of the following eigenproblem in matrix
form: ﬁnd the smallest βμ∗ (μ) such that


H A−1 (μ∗ )A(μ)H−1 vh = βμ∗ (μ) vh for each vh = 0.
(A.4)
The point is that, unlike the version (A.1), for ﬁxed μ∗ the operator on the right-hand-side of (A.4) contains
only Q terms. Moreover, since it can be shown [37] that β(μ∗ )βμSLB
(μ) ≤ β(μ), it is suﬃcient to compute a
∗
LB
SLB
lower bound βμ∗ (μ) ≤ βμ∗ (μ) for the surrogate (A.3) and some β(μ∗ ) on the selected μ∗ , and then translate
it into a lower bound for β(μ).
The SCM procedure we adopt for the computation of a global lower bound, i.e. valid for each μ ∈ D, can be
seen as the combination between two main ingredients: (i) the construction of a local lower bound βμLB
∗ (μ) upon
a given parameter value μ∗ ∈ S, being S = {μ1∗ , . . . , μJ∗ } a set of J parameter values properly (and iteratively)
sampled, and (ii) the combination of the local lower bounds computed upon each μ∗ ∈ S.
LB (μ)
A.1 Construction of a local lower bound βµ
∗

Let us analyze the construction of a local lower bound (A.3) for the surrogate inf-sup stability factor (A.2),
considering a chosen μ∗ value; since this surrogate problem is coercive, the standard successive constraint
method [17] can be used. Let us denote Ξtrain ⊂ D a very rich training sample, playing the role of D throughout the algorithm. First of all, we rewrite the eigenvalue problem (A.3) as the following minimization (linear
programming) problem:
βμSLB
(μ) = inf J obj (y; μ),
∗
y∈Y∗

(A.5)

being J obj (y; μ) the following linear objective functional:
J obj (y; μ) =

Q


Θq (μ)yq ,

with y = (y1 , . . . , yQ ),

q=1

and Y∗ ⊂ RQ the following constraint set (exploiting the aﬃne decomposition of a(·, ·; μ)):


∗
aq (wy , T μ wy )
Y∗ = y ∈ RQ : ∃ wy ∈ X s.t. yq =
,
1
≤
q
≤
Q
.
T μ∗ wy 2X
The goal is to build a sequence of suitable relaxed problems of the original LP problem (A.5) by seeking the
minimum of the objective on a descending sequence of larger sets, built by adding successively linear constraints.
In order to deﬁne this sequence, let us consider the following steps:
1. Bounding box construction. In order to guarantee a priori that all relaxations which will be considered are
well-posed, we construct once for all a (continuity) bounding box given by
Bμ∗ =

Q

q=1

−

γq
γq
,
,
β(μ∗ ) β(μ∗ )

being β(μ∗ ) the solution of the eigenproblem (A.1) computed for μ = μ∗ (equivalently given by (A.2)) and
γq the (μ∗ -independent) continuity factor of the bilinear form aq (·, ·), given by
γq = sup sup

v∈X w∈X

aq (w, v)
,
v X w X

1 ≤ q ≤ Q.
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2. Relaxed LP problem. Given a properly selected constraints sample (or SCM sample) Ck∗ = {μ∗1 , . . . , μ∗k }
associated to μ∗ , compute the (surrogate) lower bounds βμSLB
(μ ) deﬁned by (A.3), for each μ ∈ Ck∗ ; then,
∗
deﬁne the relaxation set

Y∗LB (Ck∗ )

=

y∈R

Q

: y ∈ Bμ∗

 Q


Θq (μ )yq ≥ βμSLB
(μ ),
∗






∀μ ∈

Ck∗

q=1

by selecting a set of additional linear constraints associated to Ck∗ . It is fundamental to observe that since
Y∗ ⊂ Y∗LB (Ck∗ ) – for the proof, see [18] – the solution of the following relaxed problem,
LB
∗
βμLB
∗ (μ) ≡ βμ∗ (μ; Ck ) =

inf

y∈Y∗LB (Ck∗ )

J obj (y; μ),

∀μ ∈ Dμ∗

(A.6)

gives the desired local lower bound. In fact, we have that βμSLB
(μ) ≥ βμLB
∗
∗ (μ), being the minimum taken over
∗
a larger set; we omit the speciﬁcation of the set Ck for the sake of simplicity where no ambiguity occurs. We
remark that problem (A.6) has to be solved for each μ ∈ Ξtrain .
3. Selection of the successive constraint. The last step deals with the selection of the set Ck∗ , which is performed
by means of a greedy procedure. In order to measure the quality of the lower bounds, we need to introduce
an upper bound, deﬁned as follows:
UB
∗
βμUB
∗ (μ) ≡ βμ∗ (μ; Ck ) =

inf

y∈Y∗UB (Ck∗ )

J obj (y; μ),

∀μ ∈ Dμ∗ ,

(A.7)

being Y∗UB (Ck∗ ) the set given by
Y∗UB (Ck∗ ) =


ỹ ∈ RQ : ỹ = arg min J obj (y; μ ),
y∈Y∗


∀μ ∈ Ck∗ .

(μ), i.e.
Since Y∗UB (Ck∗ ) ⊂ Y∗ – see [17] for the proof – (A.7) is in fact an upper bound for βμSLB
∗
(μ) ≤ βμUB
βμSLB
∗
∗ (μ); observe that (A.7) is just an enumeration problem. Finally, we can show how to add the
successive constraint, by means of a (local) greedy procedure. Starting from an arbitrarily chosen C1∗ = {μ∗1 },
at step k we enrich the set Ck∗ = {μ∗1 , . . . , μ∗k }, by means of the value μ∗k+1 given by
μ∗k+1 = arg max ρ(μ; Ck∗ ) ≡
μ∈Ξtrain

∗
LB
∗
βμUB
∗ (μ; Ck ) − βμ∗ (μ; Ck )
;
∗
βμUB
∗ (μ; C )
k

i.e. choosing the element corresponding to the largest ratio ρ(μ; Ck∗ ) over Ξtrain . The stopping criterium for
this successive enrichment is given by ρ(μ; Ck∗ ) ≤ ε∗ , i.e. the procedure for the local lower bound ﬁnishes
when the largest ratio is under a chosen SCM (local) tolerance ε∗ ∈ (0, 1). At the end of this procedure, we
∗
end up with K constraints, corresponding to the set CK
= {μ∗1 , . . . , μ∗K }.

A.2 Computation of a global lower bound
∗
We now need to translate the local lower bound βμLB
∗ (μ), computed upon a selected value μ , to a global lower
bound. We shall make a distinction between the iterative procedure by which we “cover” the parameter space
D and the relationship between the local and the global lower bounds.
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Let us start from this second point; the output of the coverage procedure are the set S = {μ1∗ , . . . , μJ∗ },
j∗
j∗
J ≤ Jmax and the associated SCM samples CK(j)
= {μj∗
1 , . . . , μK(j) }, for any j = 1, . . . , J, where K(j) < Kmax
is the number of constraints points related to each μj∗ ∈ S. The global lower bound for β(μ) can be deﬁned
(see [18] for the proof) as


σ∗
β LB (μ) = β(μσ∗ )βμLB
μ; CK(σ)
,
σ∗

σ ≡ σ(μ) = arg

max

j∈{1,...,J}



j∗
μ; CK(j)
.
β(μj∗ )βμLB
j∗

(A.8)

In practice, for each μ the global lower bound is given by the maximum among the products between the
j∗
1∗
stability factors β(μs∗ ) and the local lower bounds βμLB
, . . . , μJ∗ }.
j∗ (μ; CK(j) ), corresponding to the selected {μ
Previous equation also implicitly deﬁnes the subdomains Dμj∗ :







j∗
j
μ; CK(j)
≥ β(μj )βμLB
μ; CK(j
., ∀j  ∈ {1, . . . , J} .
Dμ∗j = μ ∈ D : β(μj∗ )βμLB
j∗
)
j
We remark that the global lower bound β LB (μ) given by this method interpolates β(μ) at each μ∗ ∈ S, being
β LB (μ∗ ) = β(μ∗ ) in these cases.
We now discuss the procedure by which we select the set S = {μ1∗ , . . . , μJ∗ } and the associated SCM samples;
also in this case, we use a (global) greedy procedure, which encapsulates the local ones used for the construction
of each SCM sample. Starting from a chosen μ1∗ , we set S = {μ1∗ } and initialize the corresponding SCM sample
1∗
1∗
C11∗ = {μ1∗
1 }, being μ1 = μ . At step j, we have
S (j−1) = {μ1∗ , . . . , μ(j−1)∗ },

s∗
s∗
CK(s)
= {μs∗
1 , . . . , μK(s) },

s = 1, . . . , j − 1,

(through the construction of the local lower bounds around μ1∗ , . . . , μ(j−1)∗ ) and


(j−1)∗
μ; CK(j−1)
μj∗ = arg min βμLB
(j−1)∗
μ∈Ξtrain

i.e. the new μj∗ is selected by taking the minimum over Ξtrain of the local lower bound computed w.r.t. the
previous μ(j−1)∗ . Then, we build the covered set




j∗
Rj = μ ∈ Ξtrain  βμLB
j∗ (μ; C1 ) > 0
and start the procedure for the construction of the local lower bound (upon μj∗ ): for k = 1, . . . , K(j), we build
iteratively the set Ckj∗ and compute the actual covered set



 LB
j∗
Ract
j,k = μ ∈ Ξtrain  βμj∗ (μ; Ck ) > 0 ,
checking at each step k if the current μj∗ does not give the possibility to increase the coverage, i.e. if Ract
j,k \Rj = ∅,
j∗
and the stopping criterium ρ(μ; Ck ) ≤ ε∗ is fulﬁlled. If these conditions are not fulﬁlled (k < K(j)), we keep on
adding linear constraints, and setting Rj = Ract
j,k ; instead, if they are veriﬁed (k = K(j)), we stock the (local)
covered set, by putting Ξtrain := Ξtrain \ Rj , and seek for the subsequent μ(j+1)∗ . The global procedure ends up
when all the train sample has been covered, i.e. when Ξtrain = ∅. For the reader’s convenience, we sum up the
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local/global procedure in the following schematic algorithm:
1∗
1∗
S (1) = {μ1∗ }, C11∗ = {μ1∗
1 }, μ1 = μ
for j = 1 : Jmax
j∗
j∗
C1j∗ = 
{μj∗
1 }, μ1 =
 μ

 LB
Rj = μ ∈ Ξtrain  βμj∗ (μ; C1j∗ ) > 0
for k = 1: Kmax
j∗
compute the lower bound (A.6): βμLB
j∗ (μ; Ck )
j∗
compute the upper bound (A.7): βμUB
j∗ (μ; Ck )
∗
∗
add the successive constraint: μ
 μ∈Ξtrain ρ(μ; Ck ) 
k+1 = arg max
 LB
j∗
j∗
j∗
∗
act
set Ck+1 = Ck ∪ μk+1 ; Rj,k+1 = μ ∈ Ξtrain  βμj∗ (μ; Ck+1 ) > 0 ;
j∗
if Ract
j,k+1 \ Rj = ∅ and ρ(μ; Ck ) ≤ ε∗
j∗
j∗
set K(j) = k; CK(j)
= Ck+1
; Ξtrain := Ξtrain \ Ract
j,k+1 ;
exit for
else
Rj = Ract
set k = k + 1;
j,k+1 ;
end

end
if Ξtrain = ∅
j∗
μ(j+1)∗ = arg minμ∈Ξtrain βμLB
j∗ (μ; CK(j) )
set S (j+1) = S j ∪ μ(j+1)∗ ; j = j + 1;
else
set J = j; S = S (j) ;
return
end
end

Appendix B. Description of the empirical interpolation method
The empirical interpolation method (EIM) is a model reduction scheme that recovers the assumption of
aﬃne parametric dependence in nonaﬃnely parametrized operators (e.g. linear, bilinear forms, etc.). In the
case of a nonaﬃnely parametrized bilinear form a(v, w; μ), the latter is replaced by an aﬃnely parametrized
approximation of the form
a(v, w; μ) =

Q


Θq (μ)aqEIM (v, w) + εEIM (v, w; μ),

(B.1)

q=1

where the error term εEIM needs to be controlled to an acceptable tolerance. The approximation is obtained
by direct application of the EIM to the (nonaﬃnely) parametrized functions or tensors which appear in the
original operators. We provide a short presentation of the EIM procedure based on [2]. Let us denote by
g(x, μ) ∈ C 0 (D; L∞ (Ω)) a scalar function depending on both the spatial coordinates x and the parameters
vector μ in a nonaﬃne way; the extension to tensors through an element-wise procedure is straightforward. The
goal is to ﬁnd an approximate expansion under the form
gM (x, μ) =

M


Θj (μ)ζj (x),

(B.2)

j=1

where Θj (μ), j = 1, . . . , M are M parameter-dependent functions and ζj (x), j = 1, . . . , M are M parameterindependent functions, denoted also shape functions. Being an interpolation procedure, the EIM procedure
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seeks a sequence of (nested) sets of interpolation points TM = {p1 , . . . , pM } (magic points), with pj ∈ Ω for
each j = 1, . . . , M , and a set of shape functions ζj (x), in order to compute the expansion (B.2) by solving the
following Lagrange interpolation problem:
M


j
BM
i,j Θ (μ) = g(ti , μ),

∀ i = 1, . . . , M,

j=1

being the interpolation matrix BM ∈ RM×M deﬁned as (BM )ij := ζj (ti ), for each i, j = 1, . . . , M . Let us denote
EIM
by Ξtrain
⊂ D a large training set, Mmax the maximum number of terms, ε∗EIM a ﬁxed tolerance and select an
initial parameter value μ1 . The EIM procedure [2] is as follows:
ζ1 (x) := g(x, μ1 ); compute p1 := arg ess supx∈Ω |ζ1 (x)|;
q1 = ζ1 (x)/ζ1 (p1 ); G1 := span(ζ1 ), set B111 = 1;
for M = 2: Mmax
solve (linear programming problem)
EIM inf v∈GM −1 ||g(·, μ) − v||L∞ (Ω)
μM := arg maxμ∈Ξtrain

set ζM (x) := g(x, μM ), GM := span(ζ1 , . . . , ζM )
M−1 M−1
solve
qj (ti ) = ζM (ti ), i = 1, . . . , M − 1;
j=1 σj
M−1
compute (residual) rM (x) := ζM (x) − j=1 σjM−1 ζj (x);
compute pM := arg ess supx∈Ω |rM (x)|;
set qM (x) = rM (x)/rM (pM ), BM
ij = qj (ti ), i, j = 1, . . . , M ;
solve (interpolation problem)
M−1 M j
∀ i = 1, . . . , M − 1;
j=1 Bij ΘM = g(ti , μ),
∗
if maxμ∈Ξtrain
EIM inf v∈GM ||g(·, μ) − v||L∞ (Ω) < ε
EIM
Mmax = M − 1;
end;

end.

Given an approximation gM (x, μ), M < Mmax , we denote the one point (OP) error estimator the following
quantity (very inexpensive to compute):
ˆM (μ) = |g(tM+1 ; μ) − gM (tM+1 ; μ)|,

(B.3)

corresponding to the diﬀerence between the function and the interpolant at the point tM+1 , which gives the
largest residual rM (x). While not rigorous as a posteriori error bound, this quantity proves to be an intuitive
measure of the error committed by the EIM procedure [2]. Advances in error bounds developments have been
presented in [6, 14, 23, 28].
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